
Senseon Pro has been designed specifically to provide small and medium 
sized organisations with a simple and practical solution to the increasingly 
complex challenges of cyber security. 

Helping organisations with 200 or fewer employees, who operate from a 
single business location, Senseon Pro automatically detects in progress 
cyber threats and alerts customers through its intuitive, narrative-based 
interface.

Able to think and act like a human security analyst, Senseon Pro 
automates many of the repetitive investigative tasks, but also goes beyond 
the capabilities of traditional tools by detecting subtle and advanced 
threats that bypass their systems.

Senseon Pro deploys easily into any environment, with no tuning and 
minimal set up required.

An evolving threat landscape
Small and medium sized organisations are an increasingly attractive 
target for malicious cyber actors. Unlike enterprises that often have many 
security tools, dedicated resources and larger budgets at their disposal, 
smaller organisations are often left ill-equipped to deal with modern and 
advanced cyber attacks. 

Conventional single-point tools have a limited point of view, and so must 
err on the side of caution when detecting threats and raising alerts. 
Without differentiating between merely unusual behaviour and malicious 
activity, these tools frequently produce a large number of false positive 
alerts. This places a great burden on IT and security teams, who waste time 
and money investigating innocent anomalies whilst potentially missing 
genuine and harmful threats.

The technology

Senseon Pro deploys its multiple senses across endpoint devices, the 
network, and Investigator Bots, which look at potential threats from an 
outside point of view. Using its innovative ‘AI Triangulation’ technology, 
these senses are able to talk to one another to increase the accuracy of 
threat detection across the organisation. With unrivalled visibility and 
added context, Senseon Pro removes the need for multiple tools and 
allows teams to retain control over their company’s security.

Product Overview

We are impressed by the 
breadth and diversity of the 
activity that Senseon is able 
to detect. This strengthens 
my confidence that our 
organisation is well protected.

Paul Grant, IT Solutions Lead

SMEs have around a 1 in 2 chance 
of experiencing a cyber breach

SAVE TIME
Senseon’s automated 
investigation makes your team 
more efficient

REDUCE COST
Save time and resources from 
investigating false positive alerts

MINIMISE RISK
Unparalleled visibility and threat 
detection across your entire 
digital estate



About Senseon
Senseon is the next phase of AI for cyber defence, moving beyond rules-based systems that are too rigid to keep pace 
with emerging cyber-attacks or ineffective AI systems which cannot differentiate between unusual behaviour and 
malicious threats. Unique to Senseon, ‘AI Triangulation’ understands and correlates threats across an organisation’s entire 
digital estate, providing much needed context and clarity in an increasingly noisy landscape. Founded in 2017, Senseon 
brings together cyber security experts, former government cyber operatives and applied machine learning specialists. 
Headquartered in London, UK and Chicago, USA, Senseon also has a presence in the Middle East and Australia.
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Senseon’s unique ‘AI Triangulation’ technology thinks 
like a human analyst. By observing threats from multiple 
perspectives, pausing for thought, and learning from 
experience, Senseon automates the process of investigation. 
This enables Senseon to detect even the most subtle and 
complex of cyber attacks, increases the accuracy of threat 
detection, and simplifies threat investigation.

Using the Senseon platform

The Senseon platform was designed with all levels of user 
in mind, from seasoned professionals to cyber security 
newcomers.

The Dashboard view offers managers and board executives a 
holistic overview across their entire organisation, helping them 
to manage risks that would otherwise go unnoticed.

The Investigate view simplifies the process of investigation 
and prioritises genuine threat Cases for the attention of IT and 
security teams. Its step-by-step narrative interface breaks down 
the events of individual threats as they unfold.

The Experience view provides access to all of the underlying 
data and decisions produced by Senseon’s AI Triangulation 
technology. Users can explore patterns across multiple Cases.

The Hunt view allows more seasoned security professionals 
and advanced users to access the raw data to carry out manual 
investigations. 

Find out how Senseon Pro can help 
your organisation

Speak to the team +44 (0)20 7692 5178, email us at 
info@senseon.io or visit www.senseon.io

Autonomous response

Senseon Reflex is an autonomous threat response technology that works alongside the 
Senseon platform to automatically stop in progress attacks before they can spread and 
cause damage. When it comes to threats such as ransomware, time is critical, and accurate, 
speedy threat detection and response capabilities are crucial. 

Visit www.senseon.io/senseon-reflex to find out how Senseon Reflex can stop threats in your 
organisation.

Simply scaleable

Senseon’s technology is designed to scale to ensure that it 
continually supports its customers with unparalleled threat 
detection and response capabilities as they grow.  If your 
organisation has more than 200 employees, or more than one 
business location, then Senseon Enterprise offers complete 
coverage and additional benefits.


